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INTRODUCTION 
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Flying insects~~ mass greater than a few tens of milligrams may be readily detected 
as individual targets by unsophisticated X-band radars and their flight trajectories con
veniently shown on conventional Plan Position Indicator (PPI) displays.l,2 Maximum detec
tion ranges vary from a few hundred meters to several kilometers for the largest insects. 

A good qualitative picture of overall insect movement may be easily obtained by 
direct observation of the PPI screen. However, quantitative interpretation of PPI dis
plays in terms of aerial density, insect species and trajectory dist'ribution is more 
difficult, and requires special techniques. This paper describes some of the difficulties 
encountered in quantitative interpretation and presents methods for dealing with them. 

AERIAL DENSITY 

In order to interpret the number of "dots" registered on a PPI screen in terms of 
aerial target density, one needs to know the volume of air sampled by the radar beam as it 
rota,tes. Unfortunately the radiation projected by an antenna does not form a sharp edged 
beam, but decreases gradually in intensity away from the beam axis, and also becomes 
weaker with increasing range. Thus small targets may be detected at short range and close 
to the beam axis, while larger targets are detectable at greater ranges and when further 
from the axis of the beam. The sampled volume thus becomes a function of target "size" or 
radar cross-section. This effect is illustrated in Figure 1 and a method of calculating 
swept volume as a function of target size is shown in Appendix I. 

The radar cross-section of an insect is usually aspect sensitive2,3,4 and so, in 
consequence, the swept volume becomes a function of presented aspect,5 as well as of 
insect size. In normal field conditions a variety of insect types may be present at the 
same time, each type presenting a variety of aspects. It then becomes necessary to 
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Figure 1. Scanned Volume and Detection Envelopes. The volume swept out for a 
particular target size is defined by the appropriate detection envelope 
(c). Larger (b) and smaller (a) targets merit correspondingly larger 
and smaller envelopes. Note that at the longer- ranges, the volume 
swept out for smaller targets is zet'o. 

either (a) assume a typical sampled volume, calcu'lated for the average cross-section pre
sented by the insect targets detectable by the radar at the range of interest, or (b) to 
use a procedure of the type shown in Appendix I to establish the actual target cross sec
tion distribution. 

If several insects are present in the radar pulse volume (for our radars typically 
104 m3), interference between the targ~ts causes large fluctuations in signal size, and 
the targets register irregularly on the screen. Quantitative measurements in these condi
tions are not usually possible. On the other hand, if the aerial density is sufficient to 
,ansure that many (>10) targets are present in a pulse volume, volume reflectivity measure
ments6 may be used to estimate density, provided that the average cross-section presented 
by individual targets is known. The echoes on the [)PI screen in these cases are, of 
course, of the IIsolid" disb'ibuted type, and individual trajectories are not accessible. 
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TRAJECTORY DISTORTION AND BIAS EFFECTS 

The representation on a flat surface (the PPI screen) of targets detected by a radar, 
which is scanning with an elevated "pencil " beam, introduces distortion into the displayed 
trajectories. The distortion, which is a geometrical effect, becomes significant at beam 
elevations above 25° and affects both direction and displacement speed of the displayed 
targets. One effect of this distortion is to introduce an artificial sp1read in the target 
heading distribution (see Figure 11.3). 

Several biases also occur ~/hich cause some target trajectories to be displayed 
preferentially. These biases, which are described in detail in Ap~eodix II, have three 
effects. Firstly, targets on tangential flight paths are more likely to produce measure~ 
able trajectories than those on radial paths. Secondly, slowly moving (for example 
insects flying upwind) targets are favored compared to faster targets and, thirdly, tar
gets flying crosswind are less likely to produce measureable trajectories than up- or 
down-wind oriented targets. 

These biases act simultaneously and combine to make accurate determination of target 
heading distribution from PPI displays extremely difficult, if not impossible. 

CHARACTER OF RADAR RETURNS FROM INSECTS 

The signal strength returned to a radar depends on its polarization, and on the tar
get1s range, position in the radar beam, and aspect to the radar. In our non-tracking 
radar system the position of individual targets in the beam is usually unknown and the 
target aspect uncertain; we have been able to make only limited use of absolute signal 
levels. For example, in the case of PPI scanning, the maximum range of detection of 
targets was interpreted in terms of maximum presented cross-section by assuming that at 
least some of the targets at maximum range were intercepted by the beam axis. 

A more useful parameter than this absolute level is the temporal behavior of signal 
level. Many flY'ing insects produce amplitude modulation of the returned radar signal, the 
modulation containing components at wingbeat2,3 and breathing frequencies. 2 Wingbeat fre
quency provides a useful guide to insect type - small, fast beating insects being readily 
distinguishable from larger, slower beating types. In many of our field studies, however, 
a mixture of insects of similar size have been present, and the intra-species spread and 
inter-species overlap of wingbeat frequency precluded positive identification. 7 

The sensitivity of a target's radar cross-section to radar polarization can also 
provide clues about target identity.8,9 Unfortunately, for arbitrary target aspect, 
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simultaneous measurements of cross polarized return amplitude and relative phase are 
required and the equipment requirements are complex. We have attempted to avoid this 
complexity by using a supplementary radar system in which the aspect changes of targets 
are severely limited. This system projects a circularly symmetric beam vertically upwards 
in a similar manner to the systems used by Atlas et d. 10 and Eastwood," but with the 
additional feature that the plane of polarization of the beam is continuously rotated 
(Fig. 2). Targets overflying this radar are thus exposed to controlled changes in polari
zation. dnd the consequent variation of returned signal amplitude may be interpreted in 
terms of body geometry. For example, semi-spherical targets show much 'jess sensitivity to 
polarization changes than elongated targets. 

If the beam is narrow, and provided that the radar cross section, a, is not a sensi
tive function of presented aspect at near broadside incidence, then the instantaneous 
radar cross section will be determined by the target properties and the angle, e, between 
the insect body axis and the radar E vector; i.e., 0 = f(e). Insects may be expected to 
modulate,their geometry by wingbeat action and by breathing, so that 0= F(e.1/I,1;), where 
1/1 and I; are the instantaneous phase angles in the wingbeat and breathing cycles. A par
ticular insect type might thus be characterized by a series of identification surfaces in 
the e,1/I plane (Fig. 3), or alternatively by a single "surface" in 8,1/1,1; space. Our measure
ments with this system in the field (Fig. 4) suggest that this appe·ars to be the case, but 
regeneration of the recognition surfaces from radar data has proved difficult to imple
ment. A more readily accessible feature in the data is the target heading which can be 
deduced (with 1800 ambiguity) from the position of the maxima (after correction for beam
shape induced displacement) in the rotation cycle. An example of a "split" heading dis
tribution detected by this technique is shown in Figure 5. 

CONCLUSIONS 

When the number of flying insects is low enough to permit their resolution as indi
vidual radar targets, it is possible to make quantitative estimates of their aerial 
density using the methods described in this paper. Accurate measurements of.heading 
distribution are not, however, consinered practicable using data from a PPI display. The 
use of a rotating polarization radar resolves this problem and also promises to enhance 
the wingbeat frequency method of identification. 

It is nevertheless emphasized that a great deal of qualitative, but useful, flight 
information may rapidly be gained from simple scanning radars, and in many situations this 
is all that will be required for entomological work. 
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(a) 

ORiGU\3AL PA<r.E IS 
OF. POOR QUALITY. 

(b) 

Figure 2. Vertical Looking Radar. (a) Geometry of vertical looking radar. The 
radar beam is stationary, but its plane of polarization is continuously 
rotated. (b) Typical returned signal showing wingbeat modulation super
imposed on the lower frequency, large amplitude "polarization" modulation. 
The depth and shape of the "polarization" modulation is determined by the 
target body shape, long thin targets producing deeper nA)dulation than 
short fat targets. Maxima normally occur when the plane of (electric) 
polarization is coincident with the target's longitudinal body axis. 
The positions of these maxima in the polarization rotation cycle thus 
accurately fix the target heading (with 1800 ambiguity), relative to 
any selected reference direction. This reference direction is uefined 
by a signal (bottom trace) generated once per feed revolution. The 
relative amplitude of the three largest maxima determine the beam 
"transit-time" and hence target displacement rate. Before "body-shape
factor," heading and displacement data can be extracted, the signals 
have to be corrected for the distortion produced by the (Gaussian) 
variation of antenna gain with target position. 
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Figure 3. Possible characteristics recognition surfaces generated by exposing 
flying insects to a rotating polarization radar. ~ represents 
different breathing phase angles. 
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Figure 4. Examples of signals received by rotating polarization radar, shown 
on different time scales. The repeated rectangular pulse superimposed 
on one channel is the 'heading marker' signal inserted once per feed 
revolution. 
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Figure 5. Distribution of insect headings at four altitudes in the range 

300-900 m measured by the vertical looking radar at Kara. 20.42 -
20.49 hrs on lOth November 1975. Numbers on the radial scale show 
the number of targets in each 6° heading interval. The arrows show 
the direction of pilot balloon displacement at the same altitude and 
times. 
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APPENDIX I 

VOLUME SAMPLED BY A RADAR AS A FUNCTION OF TARGET RADAR CROSS-SECTION 

A method of calculating the volume sampled by a radar for different target sizes is 
outlined below. and some typical values for an X-band radar are given. 

ISO-ECHOIC CONTOURS OR DETECTION LOBES 

The gain of a circular parabolic antenna in an off-axis direction e. may be described 
by the expression12 

where GO is the on-axis gain and e3dB is the half pow~r width of the beam. The signal 
power Pe,r received from an off-axis, isotropical1y scattering, target is proportional to 
the square of the antenna gain, and inversely proportional to the fourth power of the 

target-to-radar range, r. 

Thus, p 
IJ,r 

= C 
?' exp (-2 x 2.776 ~) 

. e3dB 

where C is a constant determined by the radar properties and target radar cross section, 
00' The locus of points (or the contour) from which this target will retu~n signals of 
equal amplitude is determined by setting Pe,r eqlJal to a con~tant. Thus, lf Pe,r = Po,ro' 
where Po r is the power received from the target when on-aX1S at range ro' then 

, 0 

r = r exp (-2 x 2.776 
o 4 

Figure I.1 shows an example of the contour derived from this expression for two sizes of 

antenna. 
Targets of different sizes will return signals of the same power from different con

tours. Thus, for a target of size on' the value of r at e = 0 is given by rO,n' where 
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(a) 4' dia., (b) 6' dia.; ). - 3·2 em 

Figure 1.1. 

0-5 .L. 
ro 

Isochoic contours for two parabolic antennas. Angular scale is 
multiplied by 10 to make diagram clear. r normalized to unity 

ro 
for on-axis signal of 41 dish. 

= 

so that rn,s,the value of r describing the contour for target of size an' is 

( )

1/4 

rn,s = ~: (
-2.776 

r 0 exp 2 

Figures 1.2 and 1.3 show, in different ways, a series o~ contours for different target 
sizes. The ratio, N, of target sizes is expressed in the diagram in decibels, thus 

N = 10 log 
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6 foot parabaloid 

4 foot parabaloid 

Figure 1.2. Detection contours of 61 and 4 1 paraba10ids displayed on same 
scale. (A = 3.2 em). Angular scale multiplied by 10. 
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Figure 1.3. 
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SWEPT VOLUME 

If the radar threshold is adjusted to a level corresponding to the signal received 
from a particular on-axis t~rget. then targets presenting the same radar cross-section 
will be detected if they occur anywhere withi n the correspondi ng contour. The contour 
will sweep out a volume of space when the antenna is rotated (Fig. 1.4) and this is the 
volume effectively sampled for targets of the selected cross-section. 

The detection envelopes are defined by the equation 

Go 2 exp (-2 x 2.776 88
2 

) _1_ I = constant 
\ 3dB rlf 

(i) 

where the constant has a value appropriate for the radar performance and target size. The 

, f8 m 

Vs = t 7T cos E r 3d8 

o 
(i i) 

volume swept out is 

where (i) defines the (r,8) relation and 8m is determined by the selected minimum range. 
Equation (ii) is then evaluated with error function integrals. 

large target 
sma 11 target 

Figure 1.4. Scanned Volume and Detection Envelopes. 
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volume swept out for a 
particular target size is 
defined by the appropriate 
detection envelope. Larger 
and smaller targets merit 
correspondingly larger and 
smaller envelopes. Note 
that at the longer ranges, 
the volume swept out for 
smaller targets is zero. 
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One method of esta: ,ishing aerial densities is to make a "dot" count in the annulus 
between two selected ranges r l and r2, and then to calculate the volume swept out between 
these two ranges by the appropriate contour. Using Figure 1.5 as a reference this volume 

is calculated as follows: 

o 
Figure 1.5. Volume swept out between two ranges. 

The volume swept out by annulus between r l and r2 is 

Vs = 2 x (Vol. ~wept out by oxe - Vol. swept out by AXB) 

= Vol ODXCO - Vol ODC, But Vol oxe 
and Vol AXB = } Vol OAXBO - Vol OAB 

and, using the approximation that cos (E + e) ~ cos 

Vol ooxeo = 1 r2 2~ r cos E de = £3 ~ cos 2 -3-

for small e, 

l
el 

E r3 de 

o 

(i i 1) 

(i v) 

(v) 

(vi) 
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But for all iso-echo; c cont~ur; r' =. r 0' exp ~2 x 2.776 x ! 
. e 

Thus,Vol ODXCO = 2 nr a cos Efe~p (-2.776 X 3 "3 0 . 2 
o 

Or; writing e' = ce, where c2 = 2.776 x 3 
e3dB 

Vol ODXCO 21T 
= "3 

roa cos e: Ice 1 
(_e,2) 

c exp ~ 
o 

de. 

de' . (vi i) 

The same expression applies to OAXBQ, except that ce2 is the limit of integration. 
The integral on the RHS of equation (vii) is the error function integral which may be 
evaluated from standard tables. So we may write 

N 
Vol ODXCO = .21T r 3 COS e: X 1

2
• 

3 0 c 

But ro = r2 x 1040 , where N is the number of dB's by which the level of the iso-echoic 
contour being used exceeds that of the contour passing through point B. 

3N 

Thus, ODXCO = 21T r a cos e: l040 1 
3 2 c 2 (vi i i) 

Hence from (iii), (iv), (v), and (viii) 

[10~~ . ] 4 a Vs -c- (Il-12)+(82 -ex 3el ) '3'1rr2 cose: 

r 
where ex = ~ ; el and e2 are read from Fig. 1.3 at ~ = ex and 1; and Il and 12 are 
obtained fr~m error function tables. 0 

But the volume swept out by a cone of semi-angle equal to the antenna 13dB" angle is 

V - 2 3 ( 3 3dB - '3 1T r2 e3dB 1 - ex ) cos e: 

Thus, 

X 2 
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Figure J.-6shows the'resuTts OTI eva~luating this equation, and allows one to read off 
the swept volume in terms of target size relative to a known target. An- example of this 
is shown below. ,- -- ". t; I. 

1. From calibration flight experiments, note rc the maximum range for PPI detection 
of the calibration target of known size, 0c' (at the usual gain and attenuation settings). 

2. Then use these two figures to calculate the minimum target size (om) detectable 
on axis at r2, the .outer band of the measuring annulus. Thus 

\ ", 

'am • a c (~ ~ ) 4 

3. Next calculate the ratio of om to the expected target cross-section 0t 

N • 10 log (::) dB 

·4 ·2 2 4 6 8 10 12 14 16 18 22 24 26 

N(db) 

Figure 1.6. Ratio of sweeping volume between r2 and ar2 to 3db volume as a 
function of target size, for a parabolic antenna, with r2 = 1200 yd, 
and r, = 1000 yd, i.e., a = 0.83. 
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4. Use N, together with a graph relating N to the ratio r3 of swept volume to 3dB 
volume for the antenna (Fig. 1.6) to obtain a. 

5. Fr~m a and the valve of the 3dB volume, calculate the swept volume; 

Volume :; V3dB x a 

Example (1) (Type A Radar) A = 3.2 cm2 

(i) For Cu plated ping-pong ball calibration target, d :; 3.78 cm and ac = 16 cm2 , 

and rc :; 2930 m, r2 = 1096 m (1200 yd), r1 =;: 914 m (l000 yd) and expected 
target size is 0.5 cm2

• 

(i i) am = 16 {~~~~} 4 = 0.31 cm2 

( iii) N :; 10 log {~: ~~} = 2.1 dB 

(iv) From Fig. 1.6 for a paraboloid, when ~l = ~~~~ = 0.83; obtain, for N ;: 2.1 d~, 
2 

(3 = 0.68 

(v) For a 6' paraboloid, 83dB = 1.20 so 3dB volume between 1096 m and 914 rn i~ 

V3dB = ~ TI2 x ~86 (1096 3 
- 914 3

) cos ~ = 2,4 X 107 cos € [rn3] 

(expressing 83dB in radians). 

Thus, the volume swept for 0.5 crn2 targets between 914 m and 1096 m is 

Vs = 2.4 x 0.68 x 107 cos € [m 3
] 

= 1.6 x 107 cos € [rn 3
] 

Example (-2) (Type B Radar) A = 3.2 crn2 

(i) rc = 5030 m 

(i i) a = 16 Sl096} 4 = 3 6 X 10-2 cm2 
m ~5030 '. 

( iii) N = 10 log { 0.50 . } = 11. 4 dB 
3.6 x 10-

2 

(iv) From graph; for N = 11.4 dB, (3 = 1.42 

Thu~ (v) Vs = 2.4 X 10 7 x 1.42 

= 3.4 x 107 cos € [rn 3
] 
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It should be pointed out that the registration of a target above a selected threshold 
is a statistical process, and depends on the temporal behavior of the target cross-sec
tion, as well as the required false alarm and detection probabilities. 12 The contours 
shown in Figure 1.1 thus represent diffuse boundaries between the size categories, rather 
than precise limits. 

MEASUREMENT OF TARGET SIZE DISTRIBUTION 

Normally a range of different target cross-sections may be present, and it is neces
sary to establish the distribution of these cross-sections in order to produce accurate 
measurements of target density. The problem may be illustrated by pointing out that the 
volume calculated above for targets presenting cross-sections of 0.5 cmz is also sensi
tive in different proportions to larger and smaller targets. 

A method of measuring size distribution is shown below. 

Objective 

To determine the number of aerial targets per unit volume in each 3dB size interval, 
starting at 10 cmz down to 0.1 cmz • 

(i) From calibration flight results note rc ' the maximum range for a target of size 
ac (typically 16 cmZ). 

(ii) Calculate the minimum cross-section am detectable at r2, the outer edge of the 
measuring annulus. 

am = ac {~~}4 
(iii) Calculate the ratio N, where 

N = 10 log {~~} dB 

To obtain the amount (N) by which the radar threshold must be increased so that 
targets presenting cross-sections of 10 cmz will just be detected on axis at r2. 

(iv) Increase the radar threshold by this amount. The radar is now scanning an 
average volume ~ V3dB x 0.2 for targets in the range 10 - 5 cmz (See Fig. I.6). 

(v) Decrease the IF attenuation by 3dB. The radar is now scanning a volume of 0.68 
x V3dB for 10-5 cmz targets, plus a volum0 of 0.2 x V3dB for 5-2.5 cmz targets. 
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(vi) Decrease the IF attenuation by a further 3dB. The radar is now sca"ning a 
volume of 0.98 x V3dB for 10 - 5 cm2 targets, 0.68 x V3dB for 5 - 2.5 cm2 targets 
olus" 0.2 x V 3dB for 2.5 - 1.25 cm2 targets. 

Repeat untn 21 dB of IF attenuation has been removed (or normal operating level is 
reached)". Then, if N1 is the number of targets registered with the first setting, 

where "1 is the aerial density of targets in the range 10-5 cm2 • 

If NZ is the number of targets registered after the decrease of IF attenuation by 3dB 

N2 
V

3dB 
= n1 x 0.68 + n2 x 0.2 

where n2 is the aerial density of targets in the range 5 - 2.5 cm2.. 
Simi 1 ar1y, 

N3 
V

3dB 
n1 x 0.98 + n2 x 0.68 + n3 x 0.2 

N4 
V

3dB 
= n1 x 1.20 + n2 x 0.98 + n3 x 0.68 + n4 x 0.2 

Nr,: 
V;dB = n1 x 1.40 + n2 x 1.20 + n3 x 0.98 + n4 x 0.08 + n5 x 0.2 

N6 
V

3dB 
= n1 x 1.58 + n2 x 1.40 + n3 x 1.20 + n4 x 0.98 + n5 x 0.68 + n6 x 0.2 

N7 
V

3dB 
= n1 x 1.75 + n2 x 1.58 + n3 x 1.40 + n4 x 1.20 + n5 x 0.98 + n6 x 0.68 + n7 x 0.2 

The aerial densities of the different groups (nn) may then be extracted from these 
equations by sequential solution. 

An alternative method is to determine the amplitude distribution of the signals 
received by the radar whilst scanning, and to use a similar procedure to that outlined 
above. This method requires," however, a knowledge of the radar IF amplifier and video 
detector responses. 
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APPENDIX II 

DISTORTION AND BI~: EFFECTS IN PPI SCANNING 

The trajectories of targets which subtend finite angles of elevation from a radar 
become distorted when displayed on· a PPI screen. The distortion, which affects both 
velocity and target direction. becomes serious above elevation angles of 30°. 

On the PPI (see Fig. 11.1) the apparent velocity, Va' is 

2 (~n 2 (~~e ) 2 Va = + (i) 

But for horizontal stra.i ght fli ght the true vel oci ty. V t' is 

Vt = d (a tan e) dt 

= a sec2 e de at 

= r cos £ sec e ~~ 

so de Vt cos e sec £ 

= (i i) dt r 

And from geometry r2 = h2 + a2 sec2 e; so, 

£f = r tan e cos2 
£ ~te (i i i) 

Thus, from (ii) and (iii) 

dr = at Vt cos £ sin e (i v) 

( i v) and (i i) in (i) gi ve 
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Figure 11.1. The apparent velocity Va on a PPI d'isplay of a target moving in a hori
zontal straight line with velocity, Vt , varies with target position and 
elevation. The graph illustrates this variation for a selected series 
of elevations. The bearing angle, 8, is measured between projections 
onto a horizontal plane of the target position vector, r, and ro' the 
vector defining the distance of closest approach. 
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The apparent direction of the trajectory as displayad on the PPI is 

a. = tan- 1 f rd8 / dr ~ 
l dt dt I 

Vt cos 8 sec E 

tan 9 cos 2 E Vt cos 

And the variation, ~, from the true direction is 

~ = a. + 9 - 90° 

Values of 11 and V/Vt are shown in Figures 11.1 and 11.2. The overall effect of both 
distortions is to increase th~ spread in heading distributions. Fig. 11.3 gives examples 
of the displayed trajectories which would be produced by a group of targets an flying in 
exactly parallel lines. 

As well as this distortion, PPl trajectories are subject to several biases, some 
target trajectories being displayed preferentially. The first bias ,varies with the 
azimuthal position occupied by the target when it is intercepted by the radar beam. The 
effect is most conveniently demonstrated by calculating the signal variation expected from 
isotropical1y scattering targets passing through the scanned volume from different posi
tions. 

Referring to Figure 11.4, consider the signal returned by a target as it passes from 
+x through the position rot 9

0
, EO to -x. At ro' 9

0
, EO the target is intercepted by the 

axis of the illuminating beam as it sweeps in azimuth, but at other positions along the +x 
to -x axis, the target is either above or below the beam axis, and the returned signal is 
consequently weaker. The maximum returned signal strength can be computed by calculating 
the angle subtended between the radar-target line and the beam axis at their distance of 
closest approach, and then using the Gaussian relation between antenna gain and distance 
off-axi.s. 

FoV' example, the r, 9, E coordinates of the target shown in Figure 11.4 may be 
derived thus 

ro sin EO = rx sin EX (constant altitude condition) 

ro cos EO sin 9 -
0 

rx cos EX sin 9 = x x 

ro cos EO cos 9 = 
0 rx cos 9x cos EX 

( v) 

(vi) 

(vii) 
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Figure 11.2. The apparent direction of movement on a PPI display of a target 

moving in a horizontal straight line, varies with target position 
and elevation (E). This graph shows the angular deviation (6) 
of the apparent d'kection, from the true direction, for a selected 
series of elevations. The 'true direction' is at right angles to 
ro' the vector defining the distance of closest approach. The 
hearing angle e, is measured between projections onto a horizontal 
plane of the target position vector r, and roo 



.. 

.. 
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Figure 11.3. Examples of the distortion of straight line horizontal trajectories 

displayed on a PPI system operating at finite angles of elevation 
(e:). The velocity vectm's indicate the displayed velocity at various 
bearing angles (e). The true velocity is indicated by Vt . 
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from (vi) and (vii), 

x 
cos 6

0 

-1 
= tan ( tan 6

0 
_ L. 1 ) 

ro cos EO cos 6
0 

from (v) and (vii), 

r cos EO -X = 
"0 cos EX 

so EX 
:. tan 

-1 

except for 6
0 

= 90°, when 

cos 6
0 = cos 6x 

( tan EO 

sin EO 

sin EX 

cos 6x ) 
cos flo with 6x from (viii) 

, 
! 

Thus the maximum signal returned when the beam intercepts the target is 

(_ 2.776 ~2 _ ) 

63dB 

Vir1ure So is the signal returned at range roo Using (v) this becomes 

( . )4 S1n EX 

sin EO • exp [ - [ 

E ] 2] l' - EO 
2. 776 ~"':'.,-- with EX from ix. 

<'3dB 

( vi i i ) 

(i x) 

( x) 

Sx is plotted in Figure 11.4 as a function of x, for a variety of values of 8
0 

(azimuthal position), and it can be seen that the distance along the +x to -x tY'ajectory 
for which the signal is above a threshold (say S/So = 0.3) is much greater for 0 < 6° < 

25° (i.e. tangential targets) than in other quadrants. Thus the chances of producing 
enough "hits" on a passing target to produce a measurable trajectory are greater if the 
target passes along a tangential rather than radial path. The bias is not a serious 
problem if targets are equally distributed around the radar, because no particular direc
tion of flight is favored. 

A more serious bias is generated by target displacement speed. During the time that 
a target moves along an axis -x to +x, the radar beam rotates several times~ producing 
several hits. If the translation velocity along x is high, the time available for beam 
rotations is reduced, so the number of hits, and therefore the chances of producin9 a 
measurable trajectory are also reduced. It is clear that measurements, for example, of 
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the proportion of down-wind orientated (and therefore faster) targets are therefore biased 
in favor of the slower, up-wind targets. Allowance can be made for this bias by measuring 
trajectory velocities, and correcting the distribution accordingly. 

The most serious bias of all is caused by the fact that most insect targets do not 
scatter isotropically. Thus in equation (x) one has to include a term which recognizes 
the aspect dependence of the target cross section, cr(~). We write 

exp 

The angular variation of cross-section of Loausta may, for example, be approximately 
described by the relation 

cr(~) = 2.4 [2.7 (exp ( - 2i~8 ~2)) + 0.2] [cm2
] 

This equation has been used with equation (x) to compute the curves shown in 
Figure 11.5, which illustrate the complex relation between signal strength, heading 
and angular position. Unless the target's angular variation of cross-section is 
known, quantitative correction for this biasing effect is not poss1ble. 
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Figure II.S. Graphs showing the radai' signal returned by anisotropically scattering 
targets when they are intercepted by a conically scanning Gaussian 
beam (3dB width = 1.70

) during horizontal flight past the radar. The 
targets are assumed to have an air speed equal to the wind speed and 
to have a common heading (H) relative to the wind direction. The 
angular variation of cross-section is assumed to be of the form: 
cr = 2.4 {2.7 exp (2.8 ~ ) + D.2} cm 2 which approximately describes 
the variation observed in Locusta. (~is the angle between normal 
to the body axis and the position vector.) Vertical axis shows ratio 
of signal to that returned by a , cm 2 target at ro' 8

0
, EO (see 

Fig. I1.4). 




